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The IPerCom Installer Tools application was designed and implemented to allow installers to easily 

configure an IPerCom system. 

The main functionalities of IPerCom Installer Tools are the following: 

 create, edit and save a configuration file, 

 import a configuration file from your PC, edit it and save it, 

 import the configuration file of an IPerCom system to a PC, edit it and save it, 

 send and distribute the configuration from a PC to an IPerCom system, 

 lock or unlock an IPerCom system, 

 set or retrieve the IPerCom system time, 

 update the application to the latest available version, 

 automatically detect the IPerCom version installed in a system; 

 select which IPerCom version (and therefore which configuration files) you want to work when 

you start the application. 

 

Warning: The last three features are available from version 1.3 of IPerCom Installer Tools. In 

particular, the last two arise from the need to ensure that the installer uses the correct version of 

the application (and therefore of the configuration files) according to the Ipercom version to 

work without the possibility of error. For automatic detection, the PC where the application is 

installed must obviously be connected to the IPerCom system and have the correct network 

configuration. 

 

Warning: The IPerCom Configurator application integrated in IPerCom Installer Tools is used to 

create, modify and save a configuration file. Refer to the technical system manual how to use 

IPerCom Configurator. 
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Con IPerCom 1.0.0, è possibile creare/modificare/save a file of configurazione utilizzando: 

 MAX monitor; 

 Android tablet; 

 Windows PC. 

 

But only the MAX monitor can perform the following services: 

 Configuration distribution to the IPerCom devices; 

 Setting date and time; 

 locking and unlocking the system IPerCom; 

 detecting new IPerCom devices in the system. 

 

Starting from IPerCom 1.1.0, it is possible to configure an IPerCom system without a MAX monitor: the 

installer can use the IPerCom Installer Tools application which also implements the services listed above 

in a single Windows PC program. 

The application can be downloaded from the Urmet website (www.urmet.com) (registration required). 

NOTE: IperCom 1.1.0 adds the support for audio doorphone Miro 1160/3 too. 

 

 

PC hardware and software minimum requirements are the following: 

 Processor: 2GHz 32 bit (x86) or 64 bit (x64) (Windows 7 Home Premium, Professional or 

Ultimate); 

 RAM: 2GB (32 bit or 64 bit); 

 Disk space: 16 GB (32 bit) or 20 GB (64 bit) available; 

 Ethernet interface: 10 / 100 Mbit/s. 

  

http://www.urmet.com/
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The installation process is started by running the .exe file downloaded from the Urmet website 

(www.urmet.com). 

Follow the instructions displayed at each step of the installation in the various user interface windows. 

Warning: to perform correctly the installation procedure of IPerCom Installer Tools application, 

the user must access the PC with system administrator rights; otherwise, the installation will not 

be properly performed. 

 

The first window is used to select the installation language: 

 
Figure 1: installation phase 

 

 

After choosing the installation language, the following window appears in which the folder where the 

application will be installed is highlighted: 

 

Figure 2: installation phase 
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Use the Browse button to change the installation folder. Pressing the Next button to open the following 

window. 

 

Figure 3: installation phase 

 

Clicking on button Install, installation process starts: 

 

Figure 4: installation phase 
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At the end of the procedure, the following window appears: 

 

Figure 5: installation phase 

 

Installation of application has been completed properly. 

Check then that the folder where the application has been installed (for example C:\Urmet\IPERCOM 

Installer Tools), allows the user a complete access to the application. To check this:  

 Start File Manager and find IPERCOM Installer Tools application folder. 

 Click with the right-hand button of the mouse on the chosen folder and select the menu item 

Properties. 

 Click on the tab Security and check that the user or the group has the full control of the folder. 
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When application is run for the first time (double-click on the desktop shortcut to the executable file), 

the Windows operating system may alert the user of the need to allow access to the communication 

ports on the IP network used for communication between the IPerCom system and the IPerCom 

Installer Tools application. This operation is necessary for the correct operation of the application. If 

Windows Firewall is used for protection  the following alert will be shown to the user: 

 

 

Figure 6: opening Windows firewall ports 

 

Select the desired network1 and click on Allow access button to continue. 

  

                                                           
1 For further information about the network where the PC is used as IperCom Installer Tools application, ask the System 
Administrator. 
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When started for the first time, the application checks if there is a more up-to-date version of the 

installed one, as shown below: 

 

Figure 7: Check for availability of updates 

 

If the PC is connected to the Internet and the application is not updated to the latest version available, a 

message similar to the one below appears: 

 

Figure 8: Update available 

 

Press the OK button to start downloading the new version: 

 

Figure 9: Update available 

 

As soon as the update is finished, the installation starts as seen in the previous paragraph. 

Warning: the update cannot be postponed but must be performed in order to use the application 

correctly. 
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If there is no Internet connection, the application shows the following screen: 

 

Figure 10: Update available 

 

If you press the Yes button, the application will start without being updated. Otherwise, if you press the 

No button, the application closes. 

 

 

The following screen appears after having searched for a newer version and updating, if applicable: 

 

Figure 11: Selecting the IPerCom version 

 

The drop-down menu on the above screen allows you to: 

 detect which version of IPerCom is installed on a system (if the PC on which the IPerCom 

Installer Tools application is installed is connected to the system); 

 directly select a version of IPerCom (among the released ones) with which you want to work. 

According to the detected or selected version, the corresponding version of IPerCom Installer Tools is 

launched so that the configuration file (created, modified, saved and finally distributed) will be 

compatible with the software version of IPerCom installed on the system.  

The two operating methods are now described in greater detail. 

IPerCom Installer Tools can’t check the presence 
of online new updates. Do you want to continue? 
 

 No internet connection 
 

  YES NO 
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You can use the Automatically detect (from the system) option to detect the software version of 

IPerCom of a system to which you are connected with your PC: 

 

Figure 12Automatic detection of the IPerCom software version 

 

Press the OK button and select the network interface through which the PC is connected to the IPerCom 

system, as shown below: 

 

Figure 13: Connection to the system 

 

This button  is used to update the list of available network interfaces. 

After having selected the correct network interface (see paragraph Network configuration), the Connect 

button detects the IPerCom devices connected to it with their firmware version. 

Two different cases can be distinguished according to the firmware version detected on the various 

devices: 

 the system is updated to an officially released version of IPerCom; 

 the system is not updated to an officially released version of IPerCom; 
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A screen of this type appears if the version installed on the system corresponds to one of the officially 

released versions: 

 

Figure 14: plant with an officially released version 

 

The following information about the devices in the system is given in the order: 

 model (MAX monitor, Calling Module, Door Unit or other); 

 MAC address; 

 IP address; 

 the internal firmware version; 

 the IPerCom version corresponding to the internal firmware version. 
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If the firmware versions of the various devices all correspond to those of an officially released version 

(''1.3.0'' in this case), the system is aligned with an officially released IPerCom version. Press the OK 

button to open the following page: 

 

Figure 15: officially version auto-detected 

 

This means that a 1.3 software version of IPerCom has been detected (relative to the example above) 

and therefore IPerCom Installer Tools version 1.3.0 must be used. Press the OK button to launch the 

corresponding version 1.3 of IPerCom Installer Tools: 

 

Figure 16: Application user interface 

 

For information on the operation of this screen, see paragraph User interface. 

The Copy to clipboard button allows you to copy the above table to a text or Excel file. 
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A screen of this type appears if the version installed on the system does not correspond to one of the 

officially released versions: 

 

Figure 17: plant with an unofficial version 

 

The same information as above shown but the data in the Firmware column does not entirely 

correspond to that of the official release. The Version column shows "1.3.0?" for the devices whose 

firmware is not aligned with the official version and "1.3.0" for aligned devices. 

In this case it is necessary to upgrade the system to the official version. The Download Official Release 

1.3.0 button can be used to download the most recent update released (in this case the one related to 

version 1.3) and install it using the IPerUpgrade application (which can be downloaded from the 

www.urmet.com website). 

After updating the system, repeat the procedure described in the paragraph Automatic detection of the 

IPerCom version and check that an official software version 1.3.0 of IPerCom is detected. Now you can 

launch the corresponding version 1.3 of IPerCom Installer Tools. 

http://www.urmet.com/
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In Figure 17 the Copy to clipboard button can be used to copy the displayed table to a text or Excel file, 

while the OK button simply goes back to the original screen (if the system is not updated to an official 

version): 

 

Figure 18: Automatic detection of the IPerCom software version 

 

If there are devices in the system that are updated to versions other than those released (even if not 

officially), a screen of this type appears: 

 

 

Figure 19: Mixed IPerCom system 
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The information shown is again the same as above. You can see that the Version column indicates the 

presence of devices updated to official version 1.2.0 ("1.2.0"), devices updated to official version 1.3.0 

("1.3.0") and devices updated to an unofficial version 1.2.0 ("1.2.0?"). 

Again, in this case it is necessary to upgrade the system to the official version. The Download Official 

Release 1.3.0 button can be used to download the most recent update released (in this case the one 

related to version 1.3) and install it using the IPerUpgrade application (which can be downloaded from 

the www.urmet.com website). 

After updating the system, repeat the procedure described in the paragraph Automatic detection of the 

IPerCom version and check that an official software version 1.3 of IPerCom is detected. Now you can 

launch the corresponding version 1.3 of IPerCom Installer Tools. 

The Copy to Clipboard and OK buttons have the same functions as described in the paragraph System 

not updated to an official version. 

 

 

If you already know which version of IPerCom you want to work with, just choose one of the software 

versions already released from the drop-down menu of Figure 20: 

 

Figure 20: Directly selecting the IPerCom version 

 

At this point, after pressing the OK button, the corresponding IPerCom Installer Tools application will be 

launched. 

Warning: IPerCom Installer Tools application is supported in IPerCom 1.1.0 and higher versions. 

The user interface and its use are described in the next paragraph. 

 

http://www.urmet.com/
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The following screen appears after having identified the version of IPerCom with which you want to 

work: 

 

Figure 21: User interface 

A bar is present at the top showing the following tabs: 

 Connection, 

 Configuration, 

 Security, 

 Date/Time. 

The Connection tab allows you to connect the PC where IPerCom Installer Tools is installed to the 

IperCom system. 

The Configuration tab allows you to import/create/edit configuration files. 

The Security tab allows you to change the installer's password and to lock or unlock an IPerCom system. 

The Date/Time tab allows you to set the time of the PC on an IPerCom system and to obtain the time 

from an IPerCom system. 

Warning: The Security and Date/Time tabs are only active after connecting the PC to the IPerCom 

system and importing the configuration file. 

The four tabs listed above are described in greater detail below.  
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Select the Connection tab to open the following screen: 

  

Figure 22: User interface (tab Connection) 

 

This section of the user interface is used to connect the PC where IPerCom Installer Tools is installed to 

the IperCom system network. 

First of all, identify the MAC address and IP address of the network interface through which the PC and 

the IPerCom system are connected. 

To do this, follow the instructions shown in paragraph Network configuration. 

Find and select the correct item in the Select Network Interface drop-down menu: 

 

 

 

Figure 23: network interface selection 
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Warning: the  button is used to update the list of available network interfaces. 

 

 

Once the correct network interface has been selected, press the Connect button to open the following 

page: 

 

 

Figure 24: connection of IPerCom Installer Tools app to the IPerCom plant 

 

A progress bar is displayed for a few seconds. The colour of the circle next to the network interface 

drop-down menu changes from red to green and the application is ready to use. 

 

 

Warning: The Exit button simply closes the application. 

 

When the progress bar disappears, there are two possibilities listed below. 
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Enter the Urmet password "1937" in the following dialog box at the prompt: 

 

 
Figure 25: unlocked system 

 

Enter administrator's password in the following dialog box at the prompt: 

 

 
Figure 26: locked system 

 
In both cases, if the password is correct, by clicking on the OK button, the user interface of the IPerCom 
Installer Tools application will go to the Configuration tab as shown below (if the system is unlocked, for 
example): 

 

 
 

Figure 27: User interface (Configuration tab) 
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The Configuration tab can be used to: 

 import the configuration file of an IPerCom system; 

 create a new configuration file; 

 import a configuration file from a PC. 

 

These methods will be described in greater detail below. 

 

 

To import the configuration file of an IPerCom system you need to know: 

 the Urmet password 

 the installer's password 

 the administrator's password (only if the system is locked). 

 

In any case, first press the From system button, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure 28: importazione della configurazione dal sistema 
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The following appears: 

 

Figure 29: configuration selection 

 

This screen shows the following information about the IPerCom system to which you are connected: 

 date and time of the last change to the configuration file; 

 number of devices in the system. 

At this point, you can select the data relating to the configuration file (in the red box in the figure) and 

press the Next button to import the system configuration. 

There are two possibilities. 
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Enter Urmet password "1937" using the following dialog box at the prompt: 

 

 

 

Figure 30: password Urmet 

 

Enter administrator's password in the following dialog box at the prompt: 

 

Figure 31: administrator password 
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In both cases, by entering the Urmet or administrator's password and then pressing the Next button, 

IPerCom Installer Tools prompts you to enter the installer's password: 

 

Figure 32: installer password 

By entering the installer's password and then pressing the Next button, IPerCom Installer Tools prompts 

you to choose a path (using the button ) on the PC where to save the configuration file you are 

importing (as a backup): 

 

 

Figure 33: file configuration name 

 

After choosing the path and naming the configuration file appropriately, the Import button can be used 

to import the configuration file. 
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If the Urmet/administrator's/installer's passwords entered in the various steps are correct, the following 

screen appears: 

 

Figure 34: right import of keys and configurations  

 

If this is not the case, a screen with error messages is displayed as shown below:  

 

Figure 35: key and configuration import failed 

Press the OK button to return you to Figure 28. 
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If the Urmet/administrator's/installer's passwords are correct, press the OK button of Figure 34 to open 

the following screen: 

 

Figure 36: file di configurazione importato da un impianto IPerCom 

The following information is shown in the bottom left of the screen: 

 total number of devices in the system; 

 total number of configured devices in the system; 

 total number of unconfigured devices in the system. 

The Show button shows the list of devices configured (and not) according to the table below: 

 

Figure 37: list of configured devices 
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The following information is provided for each device: 

 model, 

 IP address, 

 MAC address, 

 configuration file date and time. 

 

The Reboot button allows you to restart individual devices. 

The Edit button highlighted in Figure 36 can be used to edit the configuration file. The following will 

appear: 

 

 

Figure 38: software IPerCom configurator 
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After entering the installer's password correctly, the following screen appears: 

 

Figure 39: software IPerCom configurator 

In this page you can change the configuration file (and therefore the configuration) of the system and 

save it using the IPerCom Configurator software. Refer to the technical system manual for the installer 

on how to use IPerCom Configurator. 

After editing, saving the configuration and exiting the IPerCom Configurator application, the Apply 

changes button can be used to distribute the configuration to all the devices in the IPerCom system: 

 

Figure 40: configuration distribution 
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After pressing the Apply Changes button, the IPerCom Installer Tools application shows the 

configuration distribution status on a progress bar. If the configuration distribution has been completed 

correctly, the following screen appears: 

 

 

Figure 41: configuration distribution completed 

 

 

You can also create a new configuration file by pressing the Create button or import a previously saved 

configuration file by clicking on the From file button, as shown in the screenshot below: 

 

Figure 42: new configuration or configuration imported from file 
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Press the Create button to firstly give a name to the configuration file. The following screen will then 
open where you can give a name to the project, set the installer's password and choose the system: 
 

 
Figure 43: project main settings 

 

This page is also part of the IPerCom Configurator software. Refer to the system technical manual for 

the installer for more information. 
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The From file button can be used to open a configuration file on your PC. Once the file is found, the 

system will ask for the password of the project installer: 

 

Figure 44: installer password 

 
Once the installer's password has been entered, the configuration file can be modified using the 
IPerCom Configurator software. 
 
Whether the configuration file was created with the Create button or modified starting from an existing 
one by pressing the From File button, it can be applied to the system to which it was previously 
connected as shown above. 
 
 

Warning: The IPerCom software version of the system (on which the configuration file is loaded) 

and the IPerCom Installer Tools version with which the configuration file was created or modified 

must match. 
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The Security tab can be used to change the installer's password and to lock or unlock an IPerCom 

system. Click on the Security tab displays the following page: 

 

Figure 45: security tab page after importing a system configuration 

 

To change the installer password or lock/unlock the system, first connect to the system and then import 

the configuration file as explained above. If no connection to the system was made, the Security tab will 

be frozen, as shown in the screen below: 

 

Figure 46: frozen Security tab when not connected to the system 
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If a connection was made to the system but no configuration file was imported, the following screen 
appears: 
 

 
 
 

Figure 47: frozen Security tab when no file was imported 
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To change the installer's password, press the Change button: 
 

 
Figure 48: change installer password 

A screen will be displayed, where it is possible to insert the new password: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 49: New installer's password 

 

After pressing Ok it is possible to check in real time several informations like the estimated time left and 

the details about the devices of the System: 

 

 

Figure 50: waiting for changing installer password 
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When the changing process has been completed, the following screen will be displayed: 

 

Figure 51: password was changed correctly 

 

 

 

If IPerCom System is UNLOCKED, in order to LOCK the system, it is necessary to click on Lock button 

 

Figure 52: lock IPerCom System 

 

Will be displayed a screen where the entering the Urmet password “1937” and the new Administrator 

password (to be inserted twice). 
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Figure 53: lock IPerCom System and set administrator password 

 

After pressing Ok, it is possible to check in real time several informations like the estimated time left 

and the details about the devices of the System. 

 

 

Figure 54: waiting for locking IPerCom System 

 

When the Locking process has been completed, the following screen will be displayed. Please note that 

Security status has been changed in LOCKED. 

 

Figure 55: IPercom system is locked 
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If IPerCom System is LOCKED, in order to UNLOCK the System, it is necessary to click on Unlock button.  

 
Figure 56: unlock IPerCom System  

 

It is necessary to enter the Administrator password as the picture below: 

 

 
Figure 57: insert administrator password  

 

Pressing Ok, it is possible to check in real time the status about the Unlocking process: 

 

Figure 58: waiting for unlocking IPerCom System  
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When the system has been unlocked, the following picture will be shown: 

 

Figure 59: IPerCom System is unlocked  

 

 

The Date/Time tab allows you to set the time of the PC on the IPerCom system and to obtain the time 
from the IPerCom system. 
 

 

If you want to apply the PC date and time to the IPerCom System, click on Set time button. 
 

 

Figure 60: set time on IPerCom System  

 

It will be asked to confirm action as shown below: 

 

Figure 61: confirm for setting time  

 

After clicking Yes date and time will be distributed to IPerCom System. 
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If you want to get date and time from IPerCom System to apply on PC, click on Get time from system 
button as shown below: 

 

 
Figure 62: Get time from IPerCom System  

 

After the click, it is possible to check in real time the status about the ongoing process. 

 

Figure 63: Waiting for time from IPerCom System  

 

When the process finishes, the following screen will be displayed: 

 

Figure 64: Get time operation completed  
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To find the MAC address and IP address of the network interface through which the PC and the IPerCom 

system are connected, click on Network and Sharing Center: this item appears clicking with the right-

hand button of the mouse on icon  (which it is placed at the bottom right corner of PC monitor). A 

window with all available networks appears. After having clicked on the network connected to IPerCom 

system, the window on the left of the image below appears, then clicking on the button Details, the 

window on the right appears: 

 

Figure 65: network interface MAC address and IPv4 address 

 

Physical address shows the MAC address of the network interface. IPv4 address shows the 

corresponding IP address. 
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If you attempt to run the IPerCom Installer Tools application while the Switchboard application is 

running on the same PC, the following window appears: 

 

Figure 66: switchboard application running 

 

Click on Yes to close the Switchboard application and start IPerCom Installer Tools. 
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